


2 The Power of Typography

Fonts don‘t only serve as a method to transport information. No, they are also an often underestimated 
design element. The choice of fonts has a big influence on the look and feel of a layout or design and 
either supports or totally destroys the message that has to come across.

In this whitepaper you will see three different sets of advertisements. Every set shows the exact 
same photo and the exact same wording. However, the fonts are always different which makes the 
advertisements look very different. You will be surprised!

Advertisements including texts are imaginary for this whitepaper.

EXAMPLE # 1: BUTTER

DISCOUNT BUTTER

This advertisement promotes butter in a food discounter. The most important information is of course 
the price that comes with a shadow (like in the "good old days"), a slanted box in yellow and red signal 
colours. This layout almost shouts at you "buy me, I am cheap". Perfect for discount supermarktes.

Fonts from top to bottom: Arial black, Arial bold italic
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SUPERMARKETS WITH A MID PRICE RANGE

The typography in this advertisement shifts the butter from discount-level up to a supermarket-level 
with a mid price range. The focus first lies on the header "Best Butter", then the price comes afterwards. 
The price is still emphasised by a white box, however it is much more subtle and more pleasant for the 
eye. The handwriting "extra spreadable" adds extra harmony to the design, but it is a rather average 
looking handwriting, nothing too special that makes you think of gourmet food.

Fonts from top to bottom: ArmWrestler bold, Papioscript semi-condensed italic, San Francisco Text 
regular, San Francisco Text bold
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GOURMET STORE

This layout looks brilliant for a posh delicatessen store. Elegant capital letters with a manually optimised 
kerning harmonise very well with the opulent handwriting "extra spreadable". The photo is not 
overloaded by text, the font subtly accompanies the picture. The price information does not stand out 
because the price does not play a big role in a gourmet store.

Fonts from top to bottom: Abraham Lincoln regular, Windsong regular, San Francisco Text italic
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EXAMPLE # 2: CITY HOTEL IN BERLIN

STUDENT DIGS

The fonts in this layout make it look like a mix of a bad Halloween joke and student digs that shall be 
rented out on an hourly basis. This has nothing to do with a 3 star middle-class hotel in the heart of 
Berlin.

Fonts from top to bottom: 888 Torn Sound regular, Comic Neue Angular bold
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OUT OF FASHION

The font for the hotel name in this example looks very much out of fashion, as if the hotel owner would 
think we still lived in the 70ies. This advertisement will probably not make anybody want to stay there.

Fonts from top to bottom: Abalaris regular, Abadi MT condensed regular
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CLASSIC AND CONSERVATIVE

This layout targets a moneyed clientele, aged 45 +. The typography makes the hotel look conservative, 
however it does not look old-fashioned. Classic and conservative, it reminds me of Grand Hotel style 
advertisements.

Fonts from top to bottom: Dossel Lane regular, Lato light
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MODERN LUXURY HOTEL

Wide-spaced majuscules give this layout a timeless look. The header stands strong. The modern font 
for the claim transports a feel of lightness and optimism and is likeable. A beautiful harmony in the font 
mixing, perfectly embedded into the background picture, gives this design room to breathe and looks 
elegant and luxurious.

Fonts from top to bottom: Habibi regular, Lato light italic
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EXAMPLE # 3: LUXURY WATCHES

NOT EVEN GOOD ENOUGH FOR THE DISCOUNTER

This advertisement shall promote luxury watches. However, the choice and mix of fonts destroys the 
luxury feel completely. Too "outstanding" fonts that compete with each other instead of supporting 
each other, they also don‘t go with the promoted product. This typography generates disharmony and 
destroys the white space next to the watches. This layout looks cheap and would not even survive the 
market launch phase in a discounter.

Fonts from top to bottom: Moonshiner Oblique Lines, Epochic regular
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BLING BLING FOR THE SUPERMARKET

This layout could work well in a supermarket that wants to add some "bling bling" feeling to the 
watches. Using Copperlate Gothic (yes, we all know it ...), they try to force some sort of luxury onto the 
advertisement. However, this really backfires. The watch would probably not be of any interest for a 
jeweller. Too old-fashioned, too average, too "wannabe" luxury (especially because of the small caps 
of Copperlate Gothic). For a certain type of clientele, this could work in supermarket shelves, but that‘s 
about it.

Fonts from top to bottom: Copperlate Gothic regular, Tottingham regular
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LUXURIOUS, ELEGANT, TIMELESS - FOR THE JEWELLER

This layout is a perfect symbiosis of product picture and typography. The font focus lies on "Time & 
Luxury", a modern, slightly broken font transports consistency. The curly "&" sign enlaces and connects 
"Time" and "Luxury" in an artful way. There is a beautiful white space, a subtle dividing element and 
a claim in a classic and elegant font with high contrast as well as elegant serifs underneath. The 
advertisement has a lot of harmony, looks trustworthy and perfectly fits in a jewellery store.

Fonts from top to bottom: Tergo regular, Questa grande regular

As you can see, the choice of fonts has a very big influence on the entire look and feel. For example, 
you would never want to spend much on the discount butter, the price is the deciding factor there. On 
the other hand, the advertisement for the gourmet butter transports a completely different message, 
even though the photo and wording are exactly the same. We would all spend three or four (or even 
more) Euro on that gourmet butter, wouldn‘t we?

Using fonts requires design skills to make or break a poster/flyer/advertisement etc. Typography has 
more power than you would have thought!
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Hello, my name is Helene Clara Gamper. I’m a graphic designer that 
believes in a common thread – as illustrated in my logo. I help 
businesses build a visual identity, translate data into graphic 
landscapes and help publishers make their magazines look great.

I grew up in a publisher family. About ten years ago I started 
working in the creative field what in 2010 made me start 
my own business called HCG corproate designs.

Since then, I’ve designed for companies of many sizes from the German speaking area but also from 
other countries such as the USA or the United Kingdom. I created corporate design concepts for 
business start-ups, established editorial designs for publishers, designed and implemented rich media 
magazines for tablets and smart phones and visualized complex data for some great infographics.

When creating designs, I always try to get to the very essence of the character and the 
philosophy behind my clients’ businesses and their products. This essence I include in a holistic 
design approach, that follows me through the entire creative process. Collaborating with my clients 
and exploring what makes their businesses and their products unique and stand out, I believe 
is an important part of my job as a designer. This is how I can develop unique visual concepts 
with a common thread running through them, which is something I’m really passionate about. 
It puts a smile on my face when I see people respond and interact with my design creations 

– and when my clients tell me about that. 

Some of my clients say they appreciate my flexibility and transparency. I believe 
that being open and straight with my clients is a matter of fairness and respect 
and contributes to a positive and successful collaboration. 

When I’m not designing you can find me doing sports, exploring nature or travelling. I get a lot of 
inspiration from seeing different places, doing new things or trying out new recipes with exotic 
spices I bought from different corners of the globe. In 2014, I fulfilled one of my biggest dreams: 
travelling through Peru and Ecuador and visiting the giant tortoises of the Galapagos Islands.

I live in the wonderful city of Innsbruck, Austria, the so-called "Capital of the Alps". 
The lovely scenery here inspires me every day.

Want to get get in touch?  
I‘d love to hear from you.
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